
Introduction to Starline Crypto

Starline Crypto is the next evolutionary Decentralized Finance (DeFi) cryptocurrency that
strives to provide wide-ranging DeFi services from a leading NFT platform to mobile
esports, casual, and social games.

A new gaming experience with real ownership & value Online gamers can bring or trade
their assets from game to game, community to community, growing their digital wallet
with real value as they play. You can pick an NFT with a unique look and gameplay style,
you will be rewarded for actions or challenging opponents in the fascinating world of the
Play2earn game.

Starline also endeavors to set up a platform for NFT artists and developers. A single
platform with the ability to list, mint, rank top projects by categories, volume, owner count
and most importantly rank the individual NFTs in a project by rarity to allow potential
NFTs buyers to purchase the floor NFTs or the alphas. Ethereum, the main chain, and in
addition, Solana and Polygon chain will be offered as part of the secondary NFT market
to cater for all demographics of NFTs collectors.

Why Starline Crypto?
Starline will develop games and communities to manage virtual goods and in-game
items across multiple platforms. Monetization using Starline Coin will be a key focus with
robust features and toolsets provided. Great benefits will be gained by utilizing a
decentralized platform and the supporting frameworks.

Gamers can buy & sell items with no risk of fraud. trade between gaming items from
different games using Bancor/Uniswap for liquidity, take your currency with you across
any community or game and retain value. own valuable currency and rare items that can
never be taken away. Use Starline’s marketplace and social network to find and trade
game items. earn Starline coins playing games and convert custom virtual goods directly
back to coins and retain value.

We see a future for the financial world where all assets are tokenized on-chain and
people have efficient ways to transfer or manage their funds. At Starline, we always look
ahead which is why we’ve designed our products to be seamless, secure and instant --
the financial services of tomorrow.



Unlock the Value of Digital Assets
Make your idle digital assets work for you with Starline. Start earning up to 16% APR,
paid out monthly. Instead of simply holding idle digital assets, investors; miners; and
entrepreneurs have the opportunity to set up and earn interest in crypto with Starline;
you can earn up to 16% APR on SLC. Grow your portfolio exponentially while keeping
your crypto safe.

Advanced Trading Tools
Execute short and long-margin trades with up to 5x leverage. The SLC in your portfolio
will be used as collateral to receive funds. Set up out-of-the-box strategies like Grid
Trading Bot, DCA Bot (Martingale), Rebalancing Bot and Spot-Futures Arbitrage Bot
to automate your probability of turning a profit.

Easily integrate our open API for automated strategies and utilize the full Starline Trade
functionality. Place a stop market order to automatically lock in profits or limit losses.
Minimize price impact of larger orders with Starline Trade. Amplify your buying or selling
power by using 2x leverage.

Use your total portfolio balance as collateral to offset unfavorable positions from futures
with profitable ones from spot, and vice-versa.

Decentralized e-commerce/De-commerce
Starline Shop is an online ecosystem created to provide shoppers and merchants with a
seamless and immersive crypto e-commerce experience. Our vision is to become the
turning point for the adoption of crypto by being the most reliable, efficient, and
user-friendly crypto e-commerce ecosystem.

Starline Shop is the very first Metaverse shopping mall. An innovative and immersive
metaverse marketplace that offers companies, brands, and small businesses the
opportunity to buy and sell their products. Starline shop is Starline’s own inhouse
payment processor and is a vital step of the company's mission to create a streamlined
crypto e-commerce experience. Starline shop is built to be a virtual marketplace that
allows shoppers and merchants to enjoy a unique Web3 e-commerce experience
through the technology of the Metaverse.



NFT Marketplace
Starline would offer a non-fungible token (NFT) marketplace to be sold directly at a fixed
price or through an auction on Ethereum or the Solana chain. NFT airdrops may also be
conducted on Starline’s NFT Marketplace for new NFT projects which can help to
increase visibility. Likewise, holders of $SLC may also be airdropped some of the new
NFT projects listed on Starline NFT Marketplace.
Holders of $SLC may also have a choice to claim some of the free airdrops on the NFT
marketplace like what we observe on Crypto.com.

Starline’s NFT Marketplace would be equipped with such a tool to rank any NFT projects
from #1 to the last NFT within a particular project based on their unique characteristics,
transaction history and volume. At the moment, OpenSea does not offer such capability
and potential NFT buyers have to use another website to look up the rarity factors of the
NFT that they are intending to purchase. However, with Staline NFT Marketplace, it will
be a one-stop shop with the listing, minting, and ranking all in a single platform.

By purchasing a Star Series NFT, you are taking the plunge into a rich, new web3
metaverse and exciting new game. Being one of the first to plunge in will certainly have
its privileges! Every NFT comes with a custom animated video clip and PFP-optimized
image of your Game Champs avatar so that you can proudly display your elite status
everywhere!

Esports, Casual and Social Gaming
The global gaming market is experiencing explosive growth, reaching US$108.9BN in
2017 and a projected US$128.5BN by 2020. Starline Crypto is headquartered in Dubai,
providing the perfect springboard to further target the Chinese, Japanese and Korean
markets. 58% of the growth in 2016 came from Asia-Pacific countries. It's estimated that
the overall value of the Global Social Gaming market by 2019, is to reach US$17.4N.
Virtual goods, advertisements, and lead generation offers are the main revenue
generation sources of the global social gaming market. Among these, the virtual goods
segment is likely to expand the fastest at a compound annual growth rate of 15.20%
over the forecast period.

Gameplay



You can always play the game for fun with a practice character, but all gameplay that
provides token rewards will require a Starline NFT. When the 3D mobile game launches,
you will be able to access premium opportunities to play using your Star series NFT.

Starline NFTs can be purchased from other players, minted in the game with
RPG/breeding mechanics, or rented from other players as the game’s ecosystem
develops. There are only 3,693 Champs in the Starline Series. Non-Starline Champs
NFTs will be recruitable in the game, but these additional NFTs will not enjoy the rights
and privileges of the Starline Series. Games and communities can mint unique in-game
items, currencies, and privilege tokens using Starline Coins as the parent currency.
These assets can be converted back into Starline Coins by anyone holding them, at the
original exchange rate at which they were minted.

Appearance

Each of the 3,693 Champs Starline Series NFTs is an excellent PFP with super stylish
moves and with accessories that sets them apart from all other NFTs, both as playable
characters in the game and as badges of honor on social media.

Each Staline series NFT is also unique in appearance and gifted with a name that gives
it individuality; the non-Starline NFTs will have to earn the right to be named and are not
necessarily guaranteed to be visually unique.

VIP In-Game Earning Opportunities

Starline Series NFTs are treated as VIPs across the game. Starline Series Champs have
special token-based tournaments reserved exclusively for them, allowing holders to earn
and win even more tokens as compared to other players. These exclusive tournaments
are also tied to season-based challenges, making it easier for a Starline Champ to
complete quests and unlock amazing token rewards each season.

Exclusive Gameplay Benefits

The VIP treatment doesn’t just end with exclusive tournaments and seasonal challenges
for exclusive rewards. Starline Series Champs will have more recruitment slots to
generate Champ NFTs as compared to the non-Starline Champs, giving them unique
advantages when it comes to recruiting more Champs NFTs to own or “rent”.

6 months following the Starline Coin crowd sale and the deployment of the wallet and
core SLC features, coins will slowly be released to approximately 3,000 verified gaming
communities on Starline. The number of coins each community receives will be



calculated based on their previous store volume sales, member count, audience visits
and various website activity metrics.

Tokenomics
Total supply 100,000,000

40% to be sold by Starline to pre-sale purchasers pursuant to a Simple
Agreement for Future Tokens ("SAFT") offering or through Starline Approved Affiliates.
10% reserved by the Company to incentivize the community, beta testers,
marketing and strategic partners.
40% to be sold by Starline to Crowdsale purchasers

10% to be distributed by the Company

The deflationary token burns a further 0.45% of every transaction

Unsold Tokens & Team Vesting
Any unsold tokens in presale go into public sale.
Advisor tokens are locked for 2 months and distributed fully.
Any unsold tokens from crowd sale are locked for 6 months and will go into the
Marketing and Partnership pool.

Roadmap
05-2022 NFTs and land page development.
06-2022 Coinzilla Marketplace Marketing
06-2022 Game Development.
07-2022 Land page and mint functionality done Contract deployed.
08-2022 Starline Mobile App
10-2022 Payment Gateway Contract
11-2022 Payment Gateway Framework
11-2022 NFT Marketplace Beta
11-2022 Game launch Token launch.
11-2022 Big Cex listing.
01-2023 Metaverse expansion
TBA       Cross-bridge launch in Ethereum, Polygon
TBA       CEX Listing in Gate.IO, KuCoin, ByBit




